
Nicole’s elimination was a disappointment for most of the girls in the house who were secretly 
hoping it would be Allana’s time to leave.

The competition continued as the girls arrived at Joh Bayley’s hairdressing salon in Double Bay 
for a transformation. Listing Kylie Minogue, Linda Evangelista and Elle Macpherson among his 
clientele, Joh was quick to asses the wanna-be models.

Shannon was given an edgy haircut, Simonne went short and completely blonde and Chloe 
went red. Atong got a fringe to boost her self esteem and Allana’s hair extensions came out – 
much to her horror. She cried and argued, but Joh won in the end. 

The girls were then sent off to see Dr Angelo Lazaris, of Sydney Cosmetic Dentist and Dr Sandra 
Short, of Dent Artistry for a mouth makeover. All the girls got their teeth whitened with the 
“Brite Smile” system and the results were spectacular.

An Erika-mail the following morning delivered the girls to the Napoleon make-up studio for a 
make-up lesson with Emmanuel Perdis. The girls were taught techniques to achieve a glamorous 
look in 12 minutes flat. Allana was in trouble again as Emmanuel commented on her fake 
eyelashes and asked her to remove them before they met again.

Make-up lesson over it was time for the girls to relax and they headed to a Kings Cross pub for a 
few drinks and a spot of pool. Here the divisions in the camp became apparent again with 
Simmone, Gemma, Chloe and Shannon playing one table, and Sam, Allana, Zoe and Atong 
playing the other.

Back at the house that night, the girls were surprised with a video tape of their auditions! It 
proved a little traumatising but they did get a goggle out of all the performances. And they 
were especially impressed with the male contestant from Brisbane!

The next Erika-mail sent the girls off to Curzon Hall the next morning for a photo shoot. As the 
girls were being made up, Erika announced that for the day’s photo shoot they were to be 
paired up – and that if they weren’t happy with who they were paired up with they should fake 
it – to get the chemistry sizzling. Photographer Stephen Chi let the girls know he was looking for 
an intimate apparel to help set the mood.

Sam and Gemma were first cab off the rank which presented an interesting dynamic. After a 
difficult start with Sam’s hips and Gemma’s hair getting in the way, they managed to get some 
great shots. Next were Shannon and Allana, much to Shannon’s disgust! Unfortunately Shannon 
was well and truly out of her comfort zone and reduced to tears. Two of the shyest competitors, 
Atong and Chloe followed next. They had difficulty interpreting directions and Atong was 
particularly worried about what her parents and community would think. The final shoot with 
Simmone and Zoe was a success, they worked well together and created a sensual shoot.

The next Erika-mail was all about fitness! The girls slipped into their Reebok outfits and set off to 
go boxing with world champion Kostya Tzu. Kostya put the girls through the paces with 
skipping ropes, push-ups, weights, squats and leg lifts. Kostya was impressed with Gemma’s 
commitment and announced she had won the challenge. Gemma chose Shannon to be her 
guest at the reward, which still remained a surprise. 

The next day they were off to the Napoleon make-up studios for a make-up challenge – 
Emmanuel Perdis gave the girls a picture of the millennium 2004 Mercedes Fashion week look 
and gave them 15 minutes to reproduce it. The girls got started and as Emmanuel kept watch he 
noticed Allana had not removed the eyelashes as he had requested. So, he asked her to leave 
because she wasn’t eligible for the challenge. Allana argued the point and her behaviour did not 
impress the other girls.



Simmone went on to win the make-up challenge and shoes Chloe to be her guest at the reward.

It was revealed that the winners of the challenges and their guests (Simmone, Chloe, Gemma 
and Shannon) were to enjoy a home cooked meal with four gorgeous men, including two of 
CLEO’s eligible bachelors. The four remaining girls were responsible for preparing and serving 
the meal. Allana was not impressed with having to serve and stirred up controversy in the house 
by claiming Simmone had cheated on the task and should have been disqualified.

Dinner guests included CLEO eligible bachelors Alex Bruszt and Jethro, as well as Callum, the 
male Australia’s Next Top Model contestant from Brisbane and his brother Ian. Starved of male 
attention for three weeks, the girls were outrageously flirting and vying for the attention. 
Simmone and Gemma seemed to be the most successful with Simmone and Jethro snogging on 
the lounge and Gemma and Ian “getting to know” each other alone in the end bedroom!

The next morning both Gemma and Simmone were hung over and embarrassed. Gemma 
blamed the alcohol and said she didn’t remember a thing. Simmone protested that nothing 
happened but would the antics be enough to see one of them leaving the house?

At the elimination the girls were issued a challenge by Joh Bailey to style their hair in a red 
carpet hair style in five minutes. He provided them with a brush, pins, product, spray and elastics 
and got some comical results – with some of the girls being described as Demi Moore mistakes, 
and some that could have done with a tad more effort.

When looking over the images from the intimate shoot, the judges told Allana her figure was a 
little hippy for lingerie, and reprimanded her for her performance at the hair studio. Shannon 
was told that she looked a little apprehensive in the shoot, and that she didn’t take direction 
well on the day. Atong was told she looked wooden in the photo and that she takes too long to 
warm up at a photo shoot. Chloe was told that there wasn’t any intimacy with Atong in the 
image and that she looked like a mannequin. The judges told Zoe that visually her photo with 
Simmone was the best but that her body language was a little stiff. Simmone was told that her 
butt looked sensational and that she owned the photo. The judges told Gemma she looked 
strong and her body looked great. Sam was told she looked seductive and submissive which 
was a new look for her.

The judges deliberated and when the girls walked back in Erika stood before the eight of them 
with only seven pictures. Erika called out the girls who would still be in the running to become 
Australia’s Next Top Model, first Simmone, followed by Gemma, Sam, Zoe, Chloe and Shannon. 
Then Allana and Atong were asked to step forward for their assessment. Allana was told her 
proportions made styling her very difficult, but that they loved her new look and were 
impressed she had been taking the judges’ comments on board. Atong was told she still had 
difficulties interpreting direction and displaying emotion but that her look was incredible.

Erika then announced that Allana was still in the running to be Australia’s next Top Model and 
asked Atong to leave the house. 

Seven Girls Remain. Who will be Australia’s Next Top Model? Make sure you’re on the catwalk 
every Tuesday night at 8.30 on FOX8 to go along for the ride.

*For the Australia’s Next Top Model “Brite Smile” treatment contact either:

Dent Artistry   Sydney Cosmetic Dentist
Dr Sandra Short   Dr Angelo Lazaris
14 Manning Road   Mezzanine Level
Double Bay, NSW 2028  388 George Street
02 9363 9823   Sydney, NSW 2000
www.dentartistry.com.au  www.sydneycosmeticdentist.com



The Challenge

Part one of this week’s challenge was all about fitness! The girls slipped into their pale pink 
Reebok sweat gear and set off to go boxing with world champion Kostya Tzu. Kostya put the 
girls through their paces with skipping ropes, push-ups, weights, squats and leg lifts. Poor Atong 
didn’t cope very well and sweated up a storm!

Kostya was impressed with Gemma’s commitment and announced she had won the challenge. 
Gemma chose Shannon to be her guest as the reward, which still remained a surprise. 

The next day the girls headed to the Napoleon make-up studios for a make-up challenge – 
Emmanuel Perdis (Napoleon’s brother) gave the girls a picture of the “Millennium 2004 
Mercedes Fashion Week” look and have the girls 15 minutes to reproduce it. As the girls got 
started, Emmanuel noticed Allana had not removed her false eyelashes as he had previously 
requested. So he asked her to leave because he did not consider her to be eligible for the 
challenge. 

Simmone went to win the make-up challenge and she chose Chloe be her guest at the reward.

It was then revealed that the winners of the challenges and their guests (Simmone, Chloe, 
Gemma and Shannon) were to enjoy a home cooked with four gorgeous men, including two of 
CLEO’s eligible bachelors, while the four remaining girls were responsible for preparing and 
serving the meal. 

All lingerie from im Botiques. 


